Smart Watches Reviews
Given rapidly evolving technology, the demand for watches has changed over the years. With the
availability of technology, watches are no longer just telling you what time it is. These days, it assists in
other pertinent areas of your life.
More than ever, the number of smart watches in the market has grown exponentially. A lot of big
brands are now adapting technologies in order to redesign and reinvent the timepiece that we all knew.
They’ve overhauled watches making it more versatile than ever.
It is now used by athletes to monitor their heart rate and improve their performance. It is even used by
professionals to make life easier. Smart watches now make access to information easier for everyone.
With internet connectivity, you can easily connect with friends and even find answers to your queries.
There are a lot of things that you’ll typically see from these smart watches. But what makes the
smartphones today standout is the availability of apps. Apps make it easy for users to do certain tasks.
You can install Uber, Yelp or even some messaging apps that can help your day-to-day activities.
But of course, keep in mind that not all smart watches are created the same. There are smart watches
that fit certain personalities better than others. And also, there are those smart watches that have
better overall functionality.
If you plan on investing on the best smart watches in the market, what are things that you’ll have to
check? Just like ordinary timepieces, smart watches also differ in terms of design. You’ll want to decide
which areas of your life you plan to make use of the device. There are watches for formal occasions,
while there are those made for sports events.
Let’s not forget that you are going to wear this device. You want to remain in style when you wear this
device. Though probably it won’t remain in style for years, given the fast pace improvements in
technology, it is still important that you look good once you start using it.
Next, you might also want to consider the device compatibility. There are smart watches that work both
on Android and iOS. It’s a good idea that you invest on a smart watch that can be made compatible with
the mobile device that you own.
And of course, just like any modern day mobile device that connects online, you always want to check
the battery life of your device. How many hours can it last with a single charge?
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Features
 Sweatproof
 Durable
 Sporty












Great for android phones
Can be used as a standalone mobile device
Can last for 5 days on standby
Water resistant
Modern design
Functional design
Swappable wristband
Water resistant
Dual core processor
Can be used as a phone on its own
Connects on Samsung devices

It can be a bit confusing to choose the right smart watch for your needs. There are many brands, not to
mention products that may seem very complicated to understand. With our extensive research, we’ve
come up with 5 products that you might find interesting.
1. Smartlife Sweatproof Smart Watch Phone for iPhone and Android Smart Phones Include Micro
SD Card
One of the biggest problems that users have with their smart watches is its compatibility with their
device. The Smartlife Sweatproof Smart Watch is an example of smart technology versatility. It offers
compatibility with both iOS and Android devices.
This is a sporty and stylish smart watch that you can flaunt while you work out regardless if you are
running or hitting the gym. What makes this modern timepiece a good investment is the fact that it is
also waterproof.
It has full-color display with its three stylish faces. It also has an adjustable band attached to the 1.54
inch touch screen monitor.
Calls, alarm, pedometer and beyond
For its function, you can expect the Smartlife Sweatproof Smart Watch to help you track your steps with
its pedometer capability. It also has a sleep monitoring capability, not to mention it can also let you play
music as you exercise. And since this is a small item, it has an anti-lost feature that you can connect with
your Android system.
What’s wrong with the product?
So what’s wrong with the product? It is far from the perfect device. There are still things that it can still
improve on. For starters, though it has compatibility with both iOS and Android devices, you still have to
consider the fact that you can’t enjoy all its features with certain devices. For instance, for iPhone, it

only supports partial functions such as calendar and call sync. As for the Android system, on the other
hand, you can use the Facebook and Twitter App.
Another common problem that users face with this item is the fact that it can’t hold charge long enough.
It is important that the smart watch can at least hold a decent number of hours on a single charge.
Pros and Cons
Pros
 Compatible with both Android and iOs
 Durable
 Stylish and sporty
 Sweatproof
 Full color display

Cons



Battery charge doesn’t last long enough
Only certain compatibilities with iOS and
Android

Conclusion
The Smartlife sweatproof Smart Watch is a good investment if you are looking for a sporty looking smart
watch that can provide you with a number of functionality. Though you have to check the apps that are
supported on your mobile device, this is still a great smart watch especially if you are looking for a
device that can help you during your workouts.
It also has a number of great features since it allows you to receive emails, get texts and even answer
phone calls.
2. Smart Watch GT08 Bluetooth with 16GB SD Card and SIM Card Slot for Android Samsung S5 S6
Note 4 5 HTC Sony LG and iPhone 5 5S 6 6 Plus Smartphones
Are you looking for a durable and stylish smart watch that you can wear proudly in different scenarios?
The Smart Watch GT08 is compatible with different mobile devices including Samsung S5, S6 and Note 4.
It is also compatible with other brands such as LG, Sony and HUAWEI.
Independent phone in your wrist
Smart Watch GT08 is more than just a device that tells you what time it is. Unlike a lot of smart watches
that are heavily reliant on phones, this device can function independently as a phone, as long as you
place a SIM card in it. However, if you opt to connect with your phone, you can choose not to place the
SIM card, and it works perfectly fine by connecting it via Bluetooth.
Other than calls, it can also run independently using different apps such as Facebook and Twitter. And of
course, it also has the basic functionalities expected from a smart watch. It has a pedometer, sleep
monitor, sedentary reminder and many other features.
What’s wrong with the product?
So what are the things that you might not like about the Smart Watch GT08? Though it offers versatility,
it is only an entry level smart watch. Though it can be connected with your iPhone, there are still a lot of

functionalities missing for iPhone users. Other than that, you have a great device that you can use for
different purposes.
Pros and Cons
Pros
 Can be used as an independent phone
 Great for Android phones
 Has all the functionalities from pedometer
to sleep monitor

Cons



Entry level smart watch
Some functionalities missing for iPhone
users

Conclusion
If it is your first time to purchase a smart watch, it is a good idea to invest on the Smart Watch GT08. The
Smart Watch GT08 has all the functionalities you ever wanted on a smart watch. In addition to this, you
can also use it as an independent phone when you decide to place a SIM card in it.
3. Bluetooth Smart Watch,Evershop 1.3 inches IPS Round Touch Screen Water Resistant
Smartwatch Phone with SIM Card Slot,Sleep Monitor,Heart Rate Monitor and Pedometer for
IOS and Android Device
True to its nature as a smart watch, the main functionality of the Evershop smart watch includes a sleep
monitor, heart rate monitor, calorie calculator and alarm clock. Beyond this, it provides both support for
iOS and Android smart phones. This allows you to simultaneously receive notifications ready in your
smart watch.
Among the things that you can receive include incoming calls, SMS, Facebook, WhatsApp messages and
emails.
Slick and functional
One of the things that you’ll notice with the Evershop Smart Watch is that it is slick in appearance.
Unlike other smart watches in the market, it looks perfect for work and for formal occasions. And unlike
other smart phones that run out of battery after a day, it runs on a 340 mah Polymer Battery that can
support up to 5 days on standby.
This device is also known for its water resistant feature. Though it is not allowed to be used for
swimming, it is protected from accidental spills when washing your hands, or when it gets caught in the
rain.
What’s wrong with the product?
Of course, it is far from the perfect smart watch. There are things that can still be improved. Though it
offers a number of functional features, some of its apps are not exactly user friendly. For instance, you
don’t have the option to listen to music using your headphones. Instead, you will need to listen to your
playlist out loud. Other functions are also a bit off. The heart rate monitor is not really accurate.

Pros and Cons
Pros
 Battery lasts for days
 Has the basic functions of a smart watch
 Water resistant
 Slick design

Cons



Heart rate meter not that accurate
Doesn’t allow you to use headphones

Conclusion
If you want a simple but functional smart watch, you can always go for the Evershop Smart Watch.
Though it is not as highly reliable as other smart watches in the market, it can still be useful in other
scenarios. The best thing about this device is that it has a decent battery life.
4. LG Electronics G Watch
A lot of smart watches are already in the market today and we believe that the LG Electronics G watch is
among the most underrated devices out there today. Though it is not a looker unlike other products in
the market, the LG Electronics G Watch can give you the best bang for your buck.
This smart watch is highly functional both in terms of its features and its design. First, this device is
highly fashionable. Though never a standout in the aesthetics department, this can easily be partnered
with both casual and formal wear.
Among the things that make it appealing include its water resistant design. This means that it can
withstand spills and even exposure to rain while you are running outside the house. Also, unlike other
smart devices that are quite hard to read when out in the sun, the LG Electronics G Watch provides clear
image even if there’s sunlight.
In terms of battery life, this device can compete with some decent smart watches in the market.
However, in the grand scheme of things, you can still say that it is a bit lacking in this particular
department.
Superb Androidwear Device
The G Watch offers some things that are not commonly seen in other smart watches within its category.
For instance, the G Watch has voice recognition. It also offers Android phone connectedness which may
have more apps in the near future.
What’s wrong with the product?
There are a number of things that can be considered a bit off with this device. First, if you are looking for
a stunning watch, this isn’t the product that you want to go for. It looks very ordinary to begin with.
Next, you also have to consider the resolution of this product. In contrast to other smart watches in the
market, this device offers a lower resolution. And though it has better battery life than other
Androidwear smart watches, it is still considered horrible. Lastly, you have to consider the fact that it is
only limited to newer Android devices.

Pros and Cons
Pros
 Functional device
 Swappable wristbands
 Charging cradle
 Water resistant

Cons



Very plain design
Battery life needs improvement

Conclusion
If you are not really into looks but just for the basic functionality of the smart watch, then probably the
LG G Watch can meet your requirements. It has the makings of a good smart watch, though you
shouldn’t be expecting much in terms of resolution. Also, keep in mind that it only works with newer
Android devices. Thus, you need to check your phone first if it is compatible with this smart phone.
5. Samsung Gear S Smartwatch, Black 4GB
The Samsung Gear S Smartwatch has a 2 inch display and is compatible with different Samsung mobile
phones including Galaxy S III, Galaxy S4, Galaxy S5, Galaxy S4 Mini, Galaxy Note II, Galaxy Note 3 and
Galaxy Note 4.
One of the things that you’ll notice about the device is its bright display that has been curved. This
allows users to easily see the notifications. In addition to this, unlike other smart watches that rely on
phones, this can be used as your own phone. The Samsung Gear S has a slot for a SIM card.
If you are interested with a versatile device, this is a good purchase for you. It offers a music player not
to mention features things that allow you to make your workout become more interesting. However, if
you plan to maximize the overall features of the device, you will need to have a Samsung phone to go
with it.
Superb specs
Samsung Gear S features its own speakers and microphones. It also has a decent vibrate feature that
alarms when you have notifications. Among the things that you can enjoy using the Gear S include
gyroscope, compass and its heart rate monitor. This device offers Wi-Fi connectivity, Bluetooth 4.1, and
3g cellular. In terms of its storage, it offers 4G and a 512 RAM. And to top it all off, it runs on a dual-core
processor.
What’s wrong with the product?
So what’s not to like with this device? For one, it is hard to type using this watch. The good news is that
it has voice recognition.
On its own, the smartwatch feels like an ordinary smartwatch, without the notifications. Unfortunately,
Twitter, Facebook and other things you’ll see in your phone won’t show up unless it is hooked with your
phone. And also, you have to be connected in order to use this smartwatch as a phone as well.

Pros and Cons
Pros
 Superb design
 Can be used as a phone
 Has voice recognition
 Superb specs

Cons



Hard to type
Needs to be connected online in order to
use the phone

Conclusion
The Samsung Gear S is not really a standout product. However, if you are not the pickiest consumer,
then probably this will get the job done. It offers superb specs, not to mention a feature that almost
makes it a standalone phone.

Final Words
Thanks to newer technologies, how we use our wristwatches have evolved in the form of the smart
watches. Smart watches can be a great tool for workouts, not to mention getting the usual notifications
form texts to emails.
The reality is that there are a lot of smart watches in the market today. You may need to check the specs
carefully if you are going to purchase one. For instance, there’s a chance that your mobile device isn’t
going to be compatible with the smart watch.

